
 

Cloud Backup Packages 

 

Package Billing Frequency Amount 

   

50GB Monthly R100.00 

100BG Monthly R200.00 

150GB Monthly R300.00 

200GB Monthly R400.00 

300GB Monthly R600.00 

500GB Monthly R1 000.00 

1TB Monthly R2 000.00 

   

Application License 

   

Desktop per user Monthly R20.00 

Server Monthly R100.00 

   

 

 

Fully Automated 

Just install, set & forget. All backups run seamlessly in the background, every day, without you doing 

anything. And every day we can send you a report so that you know it’s working! 

 

Local Storage 

With our servers and data storage with internet solutions in South Africa you can be guaranteed the 

fastest connections for performing backups and restores. You can also have the option of doing 

“Initial backup seeding” or Direct restores directly from server, bypassing the lengthy transfer times. 



 

No Contracts, No Catch 

There are no long-term contracts required, everything is month to month. You can upgrade, 

downgrade, or cancel your account, at any time, without any penalties. 

 

Off-site protection 

Your data is transmitted over your internet connection to secure servers in our data centre. Business 

accounts are then replicated to a secondary server in a different location for added protection. Rest 

assured knowing that your data is safe from theft, fires and anything else that could cause a loss! 

 

Superior Support 

We provide support by phone, email until 5pm during the week. Our support office is based in South 

Africa, so you are guaranteed to speak to someone local and knowledgeable. 

 

Safe & Secure 

Your data is securely encrypted before it’s transmitted to the server, ensuring that your data is 

completely safe from all access to any tampering! You get to choose the encryption password and 

we never store it, so without this password your data is unreadable to anyone else. It is however, of 

vital importance that you keep your password in a safe place. 

 

Easily Affordable 

At only R2/GB Online Backup is now affordable for both business and home users. Maintain I.T Cloud 

is proud to be the lowest cost per GB provider in South Africa 

 

Cross Platform 

Our backup software works on any version of Microsoft Windows as well as Mac OS X, and all Linux 

variants! We have a solution for everyone, whether it be a Laptop, Desktop, or Server you are 

wanting to backup. 


